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October 25, 2023

Re: Life Science Alliance manuscript #LSA-2023-02359-T

Sumana Sharma
MRC Human Immunology Unit, University of Oxford
Headley Way
Oxford OX3 9DU
United Kingdom

Dear Dr. Sharma,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript entitled "A high-throughput two-cell assay for interrogating inhibitory signaling pathways in T cells." to Life Science Alliance. The manuscript was assessed by expert reviewers, whose comments are appended to this letter. We invite you to submit a revised manuscript addressing the Reviewer comments.

To upload the revised version of your manuscript, please log in to your account: https://lsa.msubmit.net/cgi-bin/main.plex

You will be guided to complete the submission of your revised manuscript and to fill in all necessary information. Please get in touch in case you do not know or remember your login name.

While you are revising your manuscript, please also attend to the below editorial points to help expedite the publication of your manuscript. Please direct any editorial questions to the journal office.

The typical timeframe for revisions is three months. Please note that papers are generally considered through only one revision cycle, so strong support from the referees on the revised version is needed for acceptance.

When submitting the revision, please include a letter addressing the reviewers' comments point by point.

We hope that the comments below will prove constructive as your work progresses.

Thank you for this interesting contribution to Life Science Alliance. We are looking forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Sincerely,

Eric Sawey, PhD
Executive Editor
Life Science Alliance
http://www.lsajournal.org

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

A. THESE ITEMS ARE REQUIRED FOR REVISIONS

-- A letter addressing the reviewers' comments point by point.

-- An editable version of the final text (.DOC or .DOCX) is needed for copyediting (no PDFs).

-- High-resolution figure, supplementary figure and video files uploaded as individual files: See our detailed guidelines for preparing your production-ready images, https://www.life-science-alliance.org/authors

-- Summary blurb (enter in submission system): A short text summarizing in a single sentence the study (max. 200 characters including spaces). This text is used in conjunction with the titles of papers, hence should be informative and complementary to the title and running title. It should describe the context and significance of the findings for a general readership; it should be written in the present tense and refer to the work in the third person. Author names should not be mentioned.

-- By submitting a revision, you attest that you are aware of our payment policies found here: https://www.life-science-alliance.org/copyright-license-fee

B. MANUSCRIPT ORGANIZATION AND FORMATTING:
Full guidelines are available on our Instructions for Authors page, https://www.life-science-alliance.org/authors

We encourage our authors to provide original source data, particularly uncropped/-processed electrophoretic blots and spreadsheets for the main figures of the manuscript. If you would like to add source data, we would welcome one PDF/Excel-file per figure for this information. These files will be linked online as supplementary "Source Data" files.

***IMPORTANT: It is Life Science Alliance policy that if requested, original data images must be made available. Failure to provide original images upon request will result in unavoidable delays in publication. Please ensure that you have access to all original microscopy and blot data images before submitting your revision.***

Reviewer #1 (Comments to the Authors (Required)):

The study is based on a 2-cell ("APC" and T cell) system used to screen positive and negative regulators of T cell signalling using a Jurkat reporter cell line as the T cell. The system is then used to test an arrayed CRISPR/Cas screen of SH2 domain proteins and their role in T cell signalling in the presence of both CD28 and PD-1 signalling. This identified genes such as SLA, CSK etc. In a follow up series of experiments the authors tested the system in a genome wide CRISPR screen.

This is a well conducted and well written report, which is confirmatory rather than revolutionary in its conclusions. Nonetheless, I have no real criticisms of the work and feel it forms a useful addition to the literature and provides an important resource for others working in this area. It can be published as is. My only minor comment is that the nature of the APC could be a bit more explicit in the text.

Reviewer #2 (Comments to the Authors (Required)):

In this manuscript, Sharma et al. built two CRISPR/Cas9-based functional genetic screening systems using a two-cell assay comprising Jurkat reporter cells and T cell stimulator cells. The screens were performed in both arrayed and pooled formats, leading to the identification of known mediators of both activator and inhibitory signals in T cells, demonstrating the utility of the screening systems. Furthermore, the authors discussed a discrepancy in the functions of ARPC4 between T cell lines and primary T cells separately co-cultured with TSC cells and target tumor cells.

Overall, the data is well-documented and the manuscript is well-written. I have only one minor comment to make:

It is worth noting that the kinetics of T cell activation markers, such as CD25, CD69, CD137, IL-2, IFNg, and TNFa, can vary. Therefore, comparing several markers to determine the activation status and extent could enhance the robustness of the data. So additional T cell activation markers should be assessed for figures 3C and 3D to provide a more comprehensive analysis.

Reviewer #3 (Comments to the Authors (Required)):

The manuscript by Sharma et al describes the development of a novel high-throughput two-cell assay for interrogating inhibitory signaling pathways in T cells. As the authors state, immunotherapies targeting T cells are one of the most exciting and promising areas of recent drug advancement and reflect highly dynamic areas of academic research and drug development activity. Despite undoubted successes there is still much we do not know about generating and optimising agents targeting these potent adaptive immune cells. Generating high-throughput and effective cell-based assays to determine the impact and importance of costimulatory or inhibitory signalling to the efficacy of T cell directed approaches is an area of clear need. The authors here present very clear and robust data supporting their claims to have generated such an assay. The data presented is appropriately controlled, contains sufficient replicates to demonstrate robustness and is supported by statistical significance. Overall, this manuscript is well put together and will provide an excellent resource for those seeking to undertake such assays in the future.

There are however, some minor issues with regards to wording and clarity of both the text and the figures presented. All of these minor manuscript issues, to this reviewer's mind, can readily be corrected on revision. Experimentally, the work is well executed and the data robust.

Minor comments:

Author affiliation details provided are not numbered to correspond to numbers with author list.
The word 'activatory' is used in the abstract and throughout the manuscript, this word does not exist to my knowledge and in any dictionaries, I can locate readily and so should be replaced with 'activating'.
There are places where the language used is not scientific or precise. The manuscript would benefit from a careful proofread for language and grammar use. E.g. In the introduction the authors make the statement. "Heavy TCR/CD3 complex phosphorylation allows.....". Heavy is not the best wording to use. There are other examples of non-scientific wording that should be changed and a few typos that could be corrected.

At the end of the introductory section the authors state that, "Here, we first adapt the cellular assay developed by...." Can the authors briefly say how they adapted the assay here? Would help the reader follow what is to come.

In the results section, the authors introduce their T-cell stimulator cells (TCS) could the authors briefly describe these at first introduction so the non-specialist reader does not need to go away and find out what these are.

The first set of results text describing the data presented in figure 1 is very dense and difficult to follow. Could the authors break this down a little and refer to figure panels more extensively to take the reader through this data. The data is solid but it is difficult to follow as described. The use of terminology such as Signal 1 and Signal 1+2 etc when the figure legend refers to TCS/CD86 etc is very confusing. Could the authors common up their nomenclature to make clearer. It might be better to add in (TCR/CD86) etc alongside Signal 1+2 in text.

The figures themselves have numerous small panels that are difficult to read and interpret easily. This is a pity as the authors present great data. Can the authors maximise the size of figures on the page (e.g. don't leave big white areas around figures etc). The panels need more and clearer labelling and better linking to the text. Not sure if this is journal style, but listing the legend takes up more space than necessary. These comments apply to all figures.

When discussing figure 2, the authors state that, "We compiled a list of 64 SH2..... based on transcriptome analysis." Could the authors provide references or a statement as to the source of this data? Again, the writing of this section is dense and complex and requires the reader to keep moving back and forth between text and figure. It would be helpful if the authors could move the figure closer to the text that describes it. This applies to all figures.

When taking the reader through figure 3 the authors have a sentence saying, "We collected mutant cells....." In this sentence the authors use very repetitious language ('sorted' features in various forms 3 times in this sentence. Need to reword.

When discussing the final figure, the authors make a point about the sensitivity of their assay. Can the authors comment on what the affinity of the scFv used as TCR engager was and whether this could impact responses observed and how physiological this might be?

The sentence, "We further tested the function of ARPC4....." Is not a complete sentence.

Again, in the discussion the authors need to make sure they are using appropriate language. E.g. "For now, the reason(s)......... remains a mystery...." Perhaps '.... remains to be determined.' might be better?

Overall this is an excellent piece of work describing an assay that could serve the field well, but it would benefit from being clearer and easier to read.
Response to reviewers

Reviewer #1

The study is based on a 2-cell (“APC” and T cell) system used to screen positive and negative regulators of T cell signalling using a Jurkat reporter cell line as the T cell. The system is then used to test an arrayed CRISPR/Cas screen of SH2 domain proteins and their role in T cell signalling in the presence of both CD28 and PD-1 signalling. This identified genes such as SLA, CSK etc. In a follow up series of experiments the authors tested the system in a genome wide CRISPR screen.

This is a well conducted and well written report, which is confirmatory rather than revolutionary in its conclusions. Nonetheless, I have no real criticisms of the work and feel it forms a useful addition to the literature and provides an important resource for others working in this area. It can be published as is. My only minor comment is that the nature of the APC could be a bit more explicit in the text.

Thank you for the positive comments on our work. The APCs we used are previously published edited BW cell lines (Leitner et al. 2010). We set this out in the Methods section but we agree that it is better placed in the main text. We have edited the introduction to make the meaning of TCS clearer.

“An assay of this type has previously been established by Jutz et al., who used it to characterize the functions of both activatory and inhibitory receptors (Jutz et al., 2017) using fluorescence-based transcriptional reporters expressed in the human Jurkat T-cell line. In these assays, a T-cell stimulator (TCS) cell, which is a murine thymoma-derived cell line (BW5417) engineered to express a membrane-bound single-chain Fv (scFv) variant of the anti-CD3ε antibody OKT3, is used as the APC (Leitner et al., 2010). TCS cells are versatile tools as they can be readily engineered to express a given surface protein to study T-cell coinhibitory or costimulatory processes, hence this system provides an ideal platform to characterise signalling processes in T cells.”

Reviewer #2

In this manuscript, Sharma et al. built two CRISPR/Cas9-based functional genetic screening systems using a two-cell assay comprising Jurkat reporter cells and T cell stimulator cells. The screens were performed in both arrayed and pooled formats, leading to the identification of known mediators of both activator and inhibitory signals in T cells, demonstrating the utility of the screening systems. Furthermore, the authors discussed a discrepancy in the functions of ARPC4 between T cell lines and primary T cells separately co-cultured with TSC cells and target tumor cells.

Overall, the data is well-documented and the manuscript is well-written. I have only one minor comment to make:

It is worth noting that the kinetics of T cell activation markers, such as CD25, CD69, CD137, IL-2, IFNg, and TNFa, can vary. Therefore, comparing several markers to determine the activation status and extent could enhance the robustness of the data. So additional T cell activation markers should be assessed for figures 3C and 3D to provide a more comprehensive analysis.

Thank you for the positive reaction to our work.

We agree that the kinetics of T cell markers can vary and as we have shown the activation markers do not necessarily correspond to the level of effector function (target cell killing). We have seen that the KO
of ARPC4 in primary cells leads to nominal differences in surface marker expression such as CD25 but are killing impaired, which we have shown in Figure 3D.

Originally in one of our early experiments we observed that the level of IL2 produced by CD3+ cells in response to PMA was elevated in ARPC4 targeted cells (Figure 1A, below). This was consistent with a report from Rivas et al. 2016. However, we wondered if the defect in actin would prevent cytokine release and what we observed was accumulation of IL2 inside of the cells rather than increased production. Hence, we went on to look for other markers and functional assays to define the role of ARPC4 in primary cells. Many of these markers are not robustly expressed in Jurkat cells and so we have now performed additional experiments in primary cells to show the level of 41BB and CD69 on primary T-cells. We again saw that there was little difference in the expression of CD69 while comparing the ARPC4 targeted cells with the parental cells (Figure 1B, below). The expression of 41BB on the other hand was elevated in ARPC4 targeted cells compared to control cells (Figure 1B). This again reiterates our point that ARPC4 cells are not signalling deficient (if anything, the activation markers suggest they are more proficient) but are highly killing deficient.

We will now include Figure 1B in the supplementary section and add the following sentence in the main manuscript. We have decided to leave the PMA data out (Figure 1A) as this method does not engage the TCR and would not be meaningful for this section.
We then tested if targeting ARPC4 affected signaling responses in primary T-cells. We targeted ARPC4 in CD8+ T cells and stimulated them using TCS/CD86 and measured the expression of two activation markers, CD69 and 4-1BB, after 24 hours. We observed that targeting ARPC4 had no effect on the expression of CD69 but increased the expression of 4-1BB compared to parental CD8+ T cells reaffirming our previous findings in Jurkat cells (Supplementary Fig. 5B)."
There are places where the language used is not scientific or precise. The manuscript would benefit from a careful proofread for language and grammar use. E.g. In the introduction the authors make the statement. "Heavy TCR/CD3 complex phosphorylation allows.....". Heavy is not the best wording to use. There are other examples of non-scientific wording that should be changed and a few typos that could be corrected.

Thank you for this comment. We have checked the manuscript for errors and changed instances of imprecise language. We have deleted the word “heavy” at this particular instance.

At the end of the introductory section the authors state that, "Here, we first adapt the cellular assay developed by...." Can the authors briefly say how they adapted the assay here? Would help the reader follow what is to come.

The adaptation relates to generating a Cas9 expressing version of the reporter line to make it compatible for large-scale genomic perturbation. We have now changed the sentence to the following:

"Here, we first adapt the cellular assay developed by Jutz et al., by generating a Cas9 expressing version of the Jurkat cell reporter line to make it amenable to systematic arrayed and large-scale CRISPR-based “knock-out (KO)” screens."

In the results section, the authors introduce their T-cell stimulator cells (TCS) could the authors briefly describe these at first introduction so the non-specialist reader does not need to go away and find out what these are.

We have now added a fuller explanation of the TCS line in the introduction:

"An assay of this type has previously been established by Jutz et al., who used it to characterize the functions of both activatory and inhibitory receptors (Jutz et al, 2017) using fluorescence-based transcriptional reporters expressed in the human Jurkat T-cell line. In these assays, a T-cell stimulator (TCS) cell, which is a murine thymoma-derived cell line (BW5417) engineered to express a membrane-bound single-chain Fv (scFv) variant of the anti-CD3ε antibody OKT3, is used as the APC (Leitner et al, 2010). TCS cells are versatile tools as they can be readily engineered to express a given surface protein to study T-cell coinhibitory or costimulatory processes, hence this system provides an ideal platform to characterise signalling processes in T cells."

The first set of results text describing the data presented in figure 1 is very dense and difficult to follow. Could the authors break this down a little and refer to figure panels more extensively to take the reader through this data. The data is solid but it is difficult to follow as described. The use of terminology such as Signal 1 and Signal 1+2 etc when the figure legend refers to TCS/CD86 etc is very confusing. Could the authors common up their nomenclature to make clearer. It might be better to add in (TCR/CD86) etc alongside Signal 1+2 in text.

Thank you for this comment. Given the many different contexts we examined, we agree that there might be confusion in the naming. Accordingly, we have now indicated which TCS was used next to which signals were generated in the figure.

The figures themselves have numerous small panels that are difficult to read and interpret easily. This is a pity as the authors present great data. Can the authors maximise the size of figures on the page (e.g. don't leave big white areas around figures etc). The panels need more and clearer labelling and better linking to the text. Not sure if this is journal style, but listing the legend takes up more space than necessary. These comments apply to all figures.

This is a very fair suggestion. We have made the figures larger and removed the white spaces. We will also ask the journal to format the figures such that they are large when the manuscript is type-set.
When discussing figure 2, the authors state that, "We compiled a list of 64 SH2..... based on transcriptome analysis." Could the authors provide references or a statement as to the source of this data?

The transcriptomic data is from a cell model passport (https://cellmodelpassports.sanger.ac.uk/), which provides RNA-seq information for Jurkat cell lines. The expression values for the SH2 family members used in the paper are now provided in Supplementary Table 1. We have added the citation in the main text.

Again, the writing of this section is dense and complex and requires the reader to keep moving back and forth between text and figure. It would be helpful if the authors could move the figure closer to the text that describes it. This applies to all figures.

We hope that in the final version, the figure links will be ‘clickable’ so that the corresponding figures will come into view as soon as it is mentioned in text. But thank you for pointing this out as we will enquire about this.

When taking the reader through figure 3 the authors have a sentence saying, "We collected mutant cells....." In this sentence the authors use very repetitious language (‘sorted’ features in various forms 3 times in this sentence. Need to reword.

This has been reworded in the following way which we hope the reader will find more elegant and clearer.

"We collected mutant cells expressing high or low eGFP using flow cytometry, amplified the gRNAs present in these sorted populations, and then compared the gRNA counts with those of the control unsorted population. This identified gRNAs that were enriched in the two sorted populations (the sorting strategy is set out in Supplementary Fig. 4; screen data is available in Supplementary Table 2)."

When discussing the final figure, the authors make a point about the sensitivity of their assay. Can the authors comment on what the affinity of the scFv used as TCR engager was and whether this could impact responses observed and how physiological this might be?

The TCS used in the assay engages the TCR through scFv of OKT3. OKT3 binds to CD3 with a $K_d$ in the μM range (2.63 μM; Kjer-Nielsen et al. PNAS, 2004), which is comparable to that of physiological ligands (pMHC). We therefore expect the T-cell responses we measured to be highly physiologically relevant.

The sentence, "We further tested te function of ARPC4....." Is not a complete sentence. This has been corrected in the manuscript.

Again, in the discussion the authors need to make sure they are using appropriate language. E.g. "For now, the reason(s)........... remains a mystery...." Perhaps '.... remains to be determined.' might be better?

This has been rewritten as suggested, and the rest of the discussion has been proofread and care taken to use appropriate language.

Overall this is an excellent piece of work describing an assay that could serve the field well, but it would benefit from being clearer and easier to read.

Thank you once again for this response.
November 28, 2023

RE: Life Science Alliance Manuscript #LSA-2023-02359-TR

Dr. Sumana Sharma
University of Oxford
Headley Way
Oxford, Oxford OX3 9DU
United Kingdom

Dear Dr. Sharma,

Thank you for submitting your revised manuscript entitled "A high-throughput two-cell assay for interrogating inhibitory signaling pathways in T cells.". We would be happy to publish your paper in Life Science Alliance pending final revisions necessary to meet our formatting guidelines.

Along with points mentioned below, please tend to the following:
- please add ORCID ID for the secondary corresponding author--they should have received instructions on how to do so
- it is recommended to remove figures from the manuscript text. They should be uploaded separately, and their legends should be provided after the references section
- please add an Author Contributions section to your main manuscript text
- please add your main, supplementary figure, and table legends to the main manuscript text after the references section
- please add callouts for Figure S3B, D to your main manuscript text

Figure Checks:
- please add sizes next to the blots in Figure S5

If you are planning a press release on your work, please inform us immediately to allow informing our production team and scheduling a release date.

LSA now encourages authors to provide a 30-60 second video where the study is briefly explained. We will use these videos on social media to promote the published paper and the presenting author (for examples, see https://twitter.com/LSAjournal/timelines/1437405065917124608). Corresponding or first-authors are welcome to submit the video. Please submit only one video per manuscript. The video can be emailed to contact@life-science-alliance.org

To upload the final version of your manuscript, please log in to your account: https://lsa.msubmit.net/cgi-bin/main.plex You will be guided to complete the submission of your revised manuscript and to fill in all necessary information. Please get in touch in case you do not know or remember your login name.

To avoid unnecessary delays in the acceptance and publication of your paper, please read the following information carefully.

A. FINAL FILES:

These items are required for acceptance.

-- An editable version of the final text (.DOC or .DOCX) is needed for copyediting (no PDFs).

-- High-resolution figure, supplementary figure and video files uploaded as individual files: See our detailed guidelines for preparing your production-ready images, https://www.life-science-alliance.org/authors

-- Summary blurb (enter in submission system): A short text summarizing in a single sentence the study (max. 200 characters including spaces). This text is used in conjunction with the titles of papers, hence should be informative and complementary to the title. It should describe the context and significance of the findings for a general readership; it should be written in the present tense and refer to the work in the third person. Author names should not be mentioned.

B. MANUSCRIPT ORGANIZATION AND FORMATTING:

Full guidelines are available on our Instructions for Authors page, https://www.life-science-alliance.org/authors

We encourage our authors to provide original source data, particularly uncropped/-processed electrophoretic blots and spreadsheets for the main figures of the manuscript. If you would like to add source data, we would welcome one PDF/Excel-file
per figure for this information. These files will be linked online as supplementary "Source Data" files.

**Submission of a paper that does not conform to Life Science Alliance guidelines will delay the acceptance of your manuscript.**

**It is Life Science Alliance policy that if requested, original data images must be made available to the editors. Failure to provide original images upon request will result in unavoidable delays in publication. Please ensure that you have access to all original data images prior to final submission.**

**The license to publish form must be signed before your manuscript can be sent to production. A link to the electronic license to publish form will be available to the corresponding author only. Please take a moment to check your funder requirements.**

**Reviews, decision letters, and point-by-point responses associated with peer-review at Life Science Alliance will be published online, alongside the manuscript. If you do want to opt out of having the reviewer reports and your point-by-point responses displayed, please let us know immediately.**

Thank you for your attention to these final processing requirements. Please revise and format the manuscript and upload materials within 7 days.

Thank you for this interesting contribution, we look forward to publishing your paper in Life Science Alliance.

Sincerely,

Eric Sawey, PhD
Executive Editor
Life Science Alliance
http://www.lsajournal.org

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
November 30, 2023

RE: Life Science Alliance Manuscript #LSA-2023-02359-TRR

Dr. Sumana Sharma
University of Oxford
Headley Way
Oxford, Oxford OX3 9DU
United Kingdom

Dear Dr. Sharma,

Thank you for submitting your Methods entitled "A high-throughput two-cell assay for interrogating inhibitory signaling pathways in T cells.". It is a pleasure to let you know that your manuscript is now accepted for publication in Life Science Alliance. Congratulations on this interesting work.

The final published version of your manuscript will be deposited by us to PubMed Central upon online publication. Your manuscript will now progress through copyediting and proofing. It is journal policy that authors provide original data upon request.

Reviews, decision letters, and point-by-point responses associated with peer-review at Life Science Alliance will be published online, alongside the manuscript. If you do want to opt out of having the reviewer reports and your point-by-point responses displayed, please let us know immediately.

***IMPORTANT: If you will be unreachable at any time, please provide us with the email address of an alternate author. Failure to respond to routine queries may lead to unavoidable delays in publication.***

Scheduling details will be available from our production department. You will receive proofs shortly before the publication date. Only essential corrections can be made at the proof stage so if there are any minor final changes you wish to make to the manuscript, please let the journal office know now.

DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS:
Authors are required to distribute freely any materials used in experiments published in Life Science Alliance. Authors are encouraged to deposit materials used in their studies to the appropriate repositories for distribution to researchers.

You can contact the journal office with any questions, contact@life-science-alliance.org

Again, congratulations on a very nice paper. I hope you found the review process to be constructive and are pleased with how the manuscript was handled editorially. We look forward to future exciting submissions from your lab.

Sincerely,

Eric Sawey, PhD
Executive Editor
Life Science Alliance
http://www.lsajournal.org